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What does it mean, successful
lawsuit Outcome?
Winning verdict at trial?
Settlement?
Specific amount or action?
Summary Judgement?
Reduced Judgement Against?
Satisfied Client?

“Take nothing on its looks; take
everything on evidence. There’s no
better rule.”
–Charles Dickens

What is Evidence
Evidence is any item that tends to prove or disprove any fact in contention
between the parties.

Is Evidence the same as “fact”?
Although we tend to think of the terms evidence and fact as interchangeable,
as far as the law is concerned, they are two separate entities. A fact is any
data, whether admissible or not. Evidence is something that tends to prove or
disprove allegations in a trial.

Relevance
The same way that all facts are not evidence, not all evidence
is admissible. Evidence being offered by a party must satisfy
some minimal criteria. The most important is Relevance.
Evidence is considered relevant if it proves or disproves an
allegation by any of the parties.

Competence
The rules of evidence require a showing of competence, meaning the
evidence is not based on speculation, guesswork, or conjecture.
Competent evidence must be based on solid foundation of a witness’s
personal knowledge.
Example: Sue’s work hours are from 9 - 5, so she was at work at 5
PM vs the time card records shows Sue clocked in at 9 AM and
clocked out at 5 PM or I rode down the elevator with Sue at 5 PM
after work.

Evidence proves or disproves an allegation.
Plaintiffs file complaint laying out allegations of the case.
A plaintiff without evidence has no case.
The Defendant uses evident to disprove all or a portion of the Plaintiff’s
allegations.
A Defendant with no evidence has no defense.

When?
You should start identifying and preserving evidence at the first
anticipation that a law suit may come.
If you’re in-house or part of a corporate legal team and you:
See an ad for a knock off of your product, it’s time to identify and preserve (I & P),
Hear that someone claims to have been injured by your product, it’s time to I & P,
An employee speaks to HR about being harassed, it’s time to I&P.
If you’re working for outside counsel, then when?

Once the client is signed, it’s time go time!
Initial client interview is your first opportunity, it is your chance to peek behind the
curtain.
Start a data/evidence map as guidance.
Follow up with client/reminder to locate identify, preserve, and turn over evidence.
As discussed during your consultation, it is essential to your case that we
immediately take possession of any evidence in connection with your case. If you
know of any evidence that pertains to any issues in your case, whether it’s in your
possession or not, please notify us immediately so that we may begin the process
of collecting it in the method prescribed by law. It may be necessary to issue
subpoena’s to recover the evidence, so please do not delay…..

The Complaint
Plaintiff must draft plain and concise factual allegations
On May 23, of last year, at approximately 1:55 p.m., plaintiff was driving his automobile south on Katie Street.
Defendant Martin Jerry was operating his tractor-trailer rig in the oncoming lane of traffic, in a northerly
direction.
At approximately the point where Katie Street intersects with Ben Avenue, the tractor-trailer rig operated by
Defendant Martin Jerry crossed over the double yellow lines and into the oncoming flow of traffic.
Truck Company’s truck struck plaintiff’s automobile with great force, causing substantial damage to the
automobile.
The plaintiff must establish a prima facie case for jurisdiction, standing, and other issues, without reliance on
other pleadings. Case decisions have placed the burden squarely on the plaintiff to meet all of the material
elements to place the defendant on notice of the claims against him as well as the facts that support this claim.
A complaint that fails to meet that standard is subject to dismissal.
You cannot build a strong complaint without evidence.
A Plaintiff without evidence doesn’t have a case.

On the other hand…
A great way for the defendant to understand:
The evidence that the Plaintiff has,
The evidence Defense needs to locate and collect,
Where Plaintiff received their evidence,
Possible locations to start the investigation for evidence.

Meet & Confer
Having less case evidentiary knowledge that your opposing party can and often put your team at a
lasting disadvantage.
Identifying the facts and issues in the case that are uncontested and may be the subject of
stipulation
Determining whether issues in the case can be narrowed by eliminating any claims or defenses by
means of a motion or otherwise
Issues related to eDiscovery
Preservation questions
Production format
Scope of discovery
Discovery timing

Initial Disclosures
(A) The names, addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses of all persons likely to have discoverable
information, along with the subjects of that information, that the disclosing party may use to support its claims or
defenses, unless the use would be solely for impeachment.
(B) A copy, or a description by category and location, of all documents, electronically stored information, and
tangible things that the disclosing party has in its possession, custody, or control and may use to support its claims
or defenses, unless the use would be solely for impeachment.
(C) Any agreement under which an insurance company may be liable to satisfy, in whole or in part, a judgment
entered in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for payments made to satisfy the judgment.
(D) Any agreement under which a person, as defined in Section 175 of the Evidence Code, may be liable to
satisfy, in whole or in part, a judgment entered in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for payments made to
satisfy the judgment. Only those provisions of an agreement that are material to the terms of the insurance,
indemnification, or reimbursement are required to be included in the initial disclosure. Material provisions include,
but are not limited to, the identities of parties to the agreement and the nature and limits of the coverage.

Interrogatories
Expanding and verifying the evidence database
Form interrogatories are not a substitute for critical thinking regarding
case specific information
Interrogatory answers are verified under penalty of perjury by clients

Request for Production
Your client is just the starting point, let the evidence you have already gathered
point to other possibilities.
Think big - if it exists it can be retrieved and produced
Hope you aren’t limited by the meet & confer
Hope you set limitations at the meet & confer
Be specific enough, you will have to review it.
Be vigilant - Make sure you receive what you know exists and an explanation
on what you in good faith believe should exist, but did not receive.

Document Review
Document review started on day 1.
Each document reviewed and knowledge gained is work product that
should be recorded to be leveraged later with less effort than when it
was created.
Memo’s
Data maps

Tagging Documents

Leveraging Work Product
Taking previously work product, in this
case tagged documents and combining
to locate subsets of data quickly.
Subsets can be shared with team
members, expert witnessed, or
converted for other uses such as
deposition exhibits.

Depositions
Depositions are not just opportunities to verify evidence, they are
opportunities to explore for unknown evidence
30(b)(6) depositions - the witness who should have specialized
information, at times where the bodies are hidden
Video testimony can be the gold standard in evidence
Deposition summary and reports, the paralegal’s opportunity for even
greater impact

Trial - Can You Prove Your Case
All the evidence you can use has been collected, dissected, and
submitted for trial
You can still make a difference if you understand the evidence you
have and can locate it quickly
Running interference on the opposing party
Controlling the courtroom and allowing your attorney to shine

Presenting Your Evidence
You’re at trial, you know your evidence,
now make sure it makes an impact on
the jury.
Highlighting what is most powerful for
your client’s case and the attorney’s
presentation flow to paint the best
picture.

Impeachment
The power of impeachment, nothing
has been more powerful in my time in
the hot seat as showing the jury the
witness lie over and over again.
Knowing your evidence, cutting your
clips before trial, and having them cued
as your attorney questions the witness
ensures the jury hears the answer the
attorney expects.

Case Closed
Is the client happy with the outcome?
Does the client feel that the team performed to the expected standard?
Is your attorney please with the effort?
Success can be measured in many ways, in my eyes representing the client
diligently, competently, and ethically gives the best chance for success.
Locating and understanding more evidence than your opponent puts your
team in a strong position throughout the matter. Allowing your team to do
what is best for the client from a position of knowledge and understanding
what odds are for different outcomes.

